
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Trucking from FlexServices: 

› H&P’s trucking services are exclusive to   
  existing customers

› For moves from one pad to another, H&P   
  provides rig removing equipment including    
  cranes, trucks and trailers

 

› H&P also provides rental crane  
  and heavy haul services

› H&P supplies all necessary labor

As part of H&P’s FlexServices ecosystem, we offer comprehensive trucking 
services to help relocate rigs when moving from one job to the next. This service 
is only available to existing H&P customers and includes all machinery and 
manpower needed to get the job done. To streamline the process further, H&P 
offers a lump sum model for billing that includes all equipment and crew fees – 
ensuring there are no surprises.

Exclusive to H&P customers, our comprehensive FlexServices Trucking 
offering safely and efficiently relocates rigs from one pad to the next.
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FACT SHEET

Flexservices: Trucking
WHAT ARE THE TRUCKING SERVICES  
OFFERED BY FLEXSOLUTIONS?



PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. ANY STATEMENTS REGARDING PAST PERFORMANCE 
ARE NOT GUARANTEES OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE AND ACTUAL RESULTS MAY DIFFER MATERIALLY.

ABOUT H&P

We’re rated 1st by our customers 11 years in a row because no one designs, fabricates, and operates automated drilling performance 
packages as well as we do. H&P reduces risk, lowers total cost of operations and accelerates well programs better than anyone.  
Our long-standing commitment to safety reinforces the importance we place on people and our ability to recruit and retain top  
talent to serve our customers.

WHY SHOULD I CONSIDER TRUCKING FROM FLEXSERVICES?
Benefits of H&P’s trucking services from FlexServices include:

› A built-in familiarity with rig equipment that 
  helps improve overall efficiency

› H&P’s commitment to safety extends from the 
  rig site to the rig moving team

› We are uniquely positioned to offer lump sum   
  charging—securing a fixed fee, no matter how  
  long the move takes

› Operators incur no additional charges for waiting 
  on trucks, people, permits or weather
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PROOF POINTS

We charge a set fee of $220,000 for rig plus 
trucks, no matter how long the move takes. 
This provides predictable and consistent 
well AFEs, and incentivizes H&P to move 
efficiently, resulting in lower well AFE costs 
and more wells per year for the same rig.

H&P, on average, spends 10% fewer days moving rigs

H&P LUMP SUM MODEL

$150k

3.5 $220k

$20k

RIG MOVE FEE

DAYS TO MOVE TOTAL OPERATOR
COST FOR MOVE

RIG DAY RATE


